
The Genome Enhancer

Based on the BioUML technology, a tool
has been developed that analyzes
genomics, transcriptomics, epigenomics,
proteomics and metabolomics patient data
and identifies key drug targets. The tool
generates a comprehensive report, which
includes detailed information about the
genes found to characterize the studied
clinical case, the transcription factors that
regulate those genes, and the
reconstructed intracellular signaling
network with identified master regulators.
Since they are potential drug targets for
treating the studied pathology, the report
also provides information about known
drugs and further chemical compounds
that may affect the identified targets.

Services

Making use of the expertise acquired
during the past 20 years of development
and applying own tools onto a range of
biological problems, geneXplain also offers
tailor-made data analysis services and
collaborations on joint projects. These
projects may refer to biomarker discovery,
drug target identification and search for
new drugs or new drug applications.
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About geneXplain

GeneXplain’s mission is to provide a
comprehensive platform for bioinformatic,
systems biological and cheminformatic tools. The
raison d'être of this platform is to assist
translational research in the life sciences, mainly
in the context of cancer research, personalized
medicine and pharmacogenomics. We intend to
make our expertise available to academic and
commercial partners in collaborative research
projects.

To achieve this, geneXplain offers:

• TRANSFAC, the most comprehensive
database on eukaryotic transcription
regulation. TRANSFAC is now also available
under the geneXplain platform, providing the
most comprehensive collection of TF DNA-
binding profiles.

• TRANSPATH, one of the largest
pathway/network databases presently
available, particularly well suited for
geneXplain’s proprietary Upstream Analysis.

• HumanPSD, a rich information resource

connecting pathways with targets, drugs and
clinical trials.

• PASS and PharmaExpert for predicting
biological activities of compounds
qualitatively.

• GUSAR for QSAR model building and
quantitative activity prediction.
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Genome
Enhancer

The fully automated tool 
for multi-omics data 
analysis in precision 
medicine



Key features

▪ Identifies activated targets in the
examined patient data and selects the
best fit therapy for every studied case

▪ Issues a clear result in the form of a
scientific paper

▪ Suites for use by medical doctors and
biologists

▪ Does not require special skills

▪ Processes all types of omics data

▪ Easy data upload and annotation

▪ One-click run

▪ Generates a comprehensive report on
identified drug targets and prospective
therapies

Dynamic simulations

The geneXplain platform provides visual
modeling including a comprehensive
simulation engine and parameter fitting
options.

Genome Enhancer: 
a fully automated pipeline for precision medicine

The workflow

Genome Enhancer uses geneXplain’s proprietary
Upstream Analysis, an integrated promoter and
pathway analysis, to identify potential drug
targets for the studied pathology. In the first
step of this analysis the transcription factors that
regulate differentially expressed or mutated genes
are identified with the use of the TRANSFAC

database. The second step searches for common
master-regulators of the identified transcription
factors by building a personalized signal
transduction network of the studied
pathology using the TRANSPATH database. The

identified master regulators are prospective drug targets candidates and they are
used for further selection of chemical compounds that can bring therapeutic
benefit for the studied clinical case. In this step the HumanPSD™ database is
employed to identify drugs that have been tested in clinical trials. Using the tool
PASS, a cheminformatic analysis is performed to predict small molecules that can
affect the identified targets. As the result of analysis a comprehensive report is
generated. It includes the description of all methods used and results obtained.

Genome Enhancer is a fully automated pipeline for the analysis of patients’ multi-omics data and identification of
personalized drug targets. Genome Enhancer also predicts prospective therapies which can be used against the
identified targets and gives a detailed insight into the identified molecular mechanism of the studied pathology. The
tool integrates all omics data types inside one analysis pipeline, including genomics, proteomics, transcriptomics,
epigenomics and metabolomics data.
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